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E N E R G Y  
E V E R Y W H E R E

The Power Core is sold individually or as the Core integrated into the following key products:

OUR KEY TECHNOLOGY – 
THE SUNFIRE POWER CORE
Sunfire’s key technology is a stack of high-tempera-

ture Solid Oxide Cells (SOCs). They convert chemical 

energy from a gaseous or liquid fuel into electricity 

and heat and can – unlike conventional fuel cells – be 

operated with different hydrocarbons such as natural 

gas, bio gas, LPG as well as liquid hydrocarbon fuels 

(methanol, ethanol, diesel). Due to its optimised gas 

distribution, the power core has very low pressure 

drops and a high fuel utilization.

Customers benefit from more than two million 

hours of operation experience in the field and a 

cost-optimised stack design that consists  of elec-

trolyte supported, planar cells, using a sheet metal 

cassette as an interconnector. 

Moreover, it is best suited for a large scale industri-

alized production due to its easily available mate-

rials and its producibility in simple standard manu-

facturing processes.

OFF-GRID  
GENERATOR

COMMERCIAL  
GENERATOR

REVERSIBLE  
GENERATOR

+   Low maintenance + low LCOE 

through high efficiency

+  Long lifetime through few  

moving parts 

+  Suitable for harsh climatic  

conditions

+  Flexibility: broad load range | 

island operation | remote  

access | autonomous operation

+  Easy-to-maintain design + sim-

ple intstallation

+  Scalable subsystem design

+  Low maintenance + low LCOE 

through high efficiency

+  Long lifetime through few  

moving parts

+  High part load efficiency

+  Fully automated operation  

with remote access

+  Very clean power generation due 

to absence of emissions

+  Scalable subsystem design  

to meet customer power and 

heat demand

+  High system efficiency through 

heat utilization ( >80%LHV)

+  Low hydrogen production  

costs (<5 €/kg)

+  Reversible operation in electrol-

ysis as well as fuel cell mode

+  Scalable subsystem design  

to meet customer hydrogen 

demand

+  Renewable electricity and  

steam for clean hydrogen



BUILDING A BRIDGE 
BETWEEN ENERGY 
NETWORKS

Sunfire’s technology is a bridge be-

tween the energy, mobility and gas/

heat supply sectors. It ensures that 

wind and solar energy always flow to 

where they are needed most – thus 

enhancing grid stability and reduc-

ing CO2 emissions. 

The combination of CO2 with renew-

able hydrogen yields synthetic crude 

oil – and with it a basis for all fuels 

and chemical products. The resul-

tant fuels and products represent an 

opportunity to increase the envi-

ronmental friendliness of not only 

long-distance road transport, avia-

tion and shipping, but also everyday 

consumer products.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE ENERGY BUNDLE FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS CLEAN AND LOW-COST –  
HYDROGEN FOR INDUSTRIES AND REFINERIES

Renewable hydrogen can contribute greatly to the global energy transition 

as a replacement of fossil hydrogen in refineries or as a clean molecule for 

fuel cell vehicles. The Sunfire high-temperature electrolysis, based on Solid 

Oxide Cell technology (SOC), promises lowest onsite hydrogen production 

costs, compared to legacy technologies, through very high electrical effi-

ciencies and use of widely available materials. 

Due to its reversibility, the Sunfire electrolysis can also be operated in fuel 

cell mode to provide peak power to hydrogen customers or to stabilise the 

electrical grid creating an additional stream of revenues. The electrolysis is 

the gateway to shift renewable electrons in times of over-capacity into the 

world of chemicals and fuels.

SOLUTIONS FOR  
ENERGY EVERYWHERE

SUCCESSFUL THROUGH STRONG PARTNERSHIPS

With its applications for different markets and industry sectors, Sunfire 

actively contributes to the world’s energy transition. Since its foundation in 

2010, Sunfire has successfully established itself as a trusted partner of global 

companies and has been named one of the ten most innovative energy  

companies in the world. For joint development and refinement of Solid  

Oxide Fuel Cell and Electrolyser modules, Sunfire is continuously in search  

of professional, reliable partners.

Our partners benefit from:
+  Well proven SOC technology in different field test environments

+  Very good cost perspective for large scale production

+  Different businesses and cooperation models for the first period to a  

joint local production and/or licensing models for the mass market entry 

+  A highly skilled engineering team to pass on the necessary expertise in  

a short period of time

BECOME A PARTNER. CONTACT US FOR MORE DETAILS.

Sunfire is a manufacturer and devel-

oper of clean and efficient solutions 

for decentralised power generation 

and energy storage as well as fuel 

and gas production.  

The Sunfire technology is based on 

the Solid Oxide Cell (SOC) and can 

be easily integrated into a multitude 

of systems:

+  Decentralised power and heat for 

a family home or any industrial site 

+  Autarchic power in isolated, 

remote areas with harsh climatic 

conditions 

+  Renewable, high-quality hydrogen 

for industries and refineries 

+  Both power generation and hydro-

gen production in a single system

+  Hydrogen production for  

Power-to-Gas and Power-to-Liquid 

technology

APPLICATIONS – A BROAD RANGE OF POSSIBILITIES

OFF-GRID POWER – MAXIMUM RELIABILITY

Sunfire Off-grid Generators allow 

reliable, durable and autonomous 

power supply in remote regions 

without access to an electricity dis-

tribution system. They can operate 

at extreme temperatures and in 

challenging climatic conditions,  

like strong winds, high humidity or 

in sandy and dusty environments. 

Based on SOFC, the robust Off-

grid Generators efficiently produce 

electricity and ensure thereby a 

steady operation of critical industrial 

applications, such as gas pipelines 

or telco transmitter stations.

Typical applications requiring off-

grid power supply are:

+  Cathodic corrosion protection

+  Remote block and gate valves and 

pressure-reducing stations

+  Metering systems | SCADA systems

+  Communication equipment

+  Remote monitoring equipment

+  Auxiliary equipment

COGENERATION IN PUBLIC FACILITIES – FLEXIBLE AND GREEN

When integrated into our partners’ cogeneration plants, Sunfire’s fuel cell 

systems ensure the reliable power supply in public buildings and facilities 

with critical infrastructure – for example hospitals, datacenters or factories. 

They receive green electricity on demand as well as heat – thus enabling them 

to reduce their primary energy consumption. The key is the use of SOFCs 

characterised by over 90 percent overall efficiency and a high level of electrical 

efficiency (over 50 percent). Users benefit from low running and maintenance 

costs as well as low-noise operation and good suitability for use in part load 

mode. SOFCs generally run on natural gas, and when combined with refrigera-

tion concepts they also represent a highly efficient source of refrigeration. 

SECTORS THAT  
REQUIRE HYDROGEN

 INDUSTRY
·  Polysilicon/Solar – For silicon pro-

duction
·  Power – Cooling medium in high 

speed turbine generators and nucle-
ar power plants

·  Glass – To create protective atmo-
sphere for float glass manufacturing

·  Steel/Metallurgy – For annealing, 
neutral hardening, sintering and gas 
quenching in steel industry

·  Chemicals – Key molecule in ammo-
nia, methanol, petroleum products, 
hydrocarbons, etc.

·  Food/Edible Oils – For hydrogenation 
of oils and fats with low melting point

 MOBILITY
·  Refineries – Replacement for fossil 

hydrogen to supply renewable 
  kilowatt-hours to the production 

of conventional liquid fuels (diesel, 
gasoline, jet-a). 

·  H2-mobility – Clean molecule for fuel 
cell vehicles

·  Power-to-Gas/Liquids – Building 
block for CO2 reduction to produce 
renewable methane, diesel, gaso-
line, jet-a, synthetic waxes and other 
hydrocarbons

 ENERGY STORAGE
·  Isolated grids – Low cost, clean 

replacement for diesel generators
·  Grid support – Provides secondary 

and tertiary reserve, peak load 
shifting and seasonal storage to grid 
operators in renewable energy rich 
electricity systems 

·  (Fuel)

When integrated into a heating appliance, Sunfire’s Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 

(SOFC) can be used to replace outdated heating systems or supplement 

existing heating appliances. Users benefit from outstanding efficiency and 

reliability coupled with low running and maintenance costs.

The high-performance energy bundle supplies buildings with heat whenever 

it is required. What is more, environmentally friendly electricity, produced  

according to the principle of cogeneration, ensures both protection from  

rising electricity prices and the satisfying feeling of making a positive con-

tribution to the process of energy transition. Sunfire’s SOFCs are used in 

Vaillant fuel cell heating appliances (1 kWel / > 20 kWth).


